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▪ 1995 Elliott State Forest:
▪ 1st State Forests HCP in the Nation

▪ 1998-2008 Western Oregon HCP

▪ 2016 Northern Spotted Owl Safe Harbor
Agreement
▪ Provided certainty for 10 years

ESA Compliance:
Incidental Take
Permits

▪ CCAA for Pacific fisher
▪ Assurances for 30 years
▪ Factor in FWS decision not to list

Phase 1: HCP Initiation & Scoping
▪ Procured Technical and Facilitation Consultants (ICF, KW, OC)
▪ Engaged NOAA Fisheries, USFWS, DEQ, ODFW, DSL & OSU
▪ Considered Scope of the HCP: Permit Area & Covered Species

▪ Conducted a Business Case Analysis

Phase 1:
HCP Initiation
& Scoping

Nov. 2018
Unanimous Board Direction to Move
Forward Phase 2: HCP Development
3

Phase 2: HCP Development
▪ Implemented robust engagement process

▪ Developed Conservation Strategies
▪ 1st Administrative Draft of the Western Oregon HCP
▪ Updated BCA with a Comparative Analysis

Phase 2: HCP
Development

Oct. 2020
Unanimous Board Direction to Move
Forward Phase 3: NEPA Analysis
4

Phase 3: National Environmental Policy Act Analysis
▪ Present Modeled Outcomes for HCP & FMP (March 2023)
▪ Complete Environmental Impact Statement

▪ Obtain Incidental Take Permits

Phase 3:
NEPA Analysis

Sept. 2023
Board Direction to Implement the HCP
and Incidental Take Permits

5

▪ Tribal Engagement
• G2G Updates to the 9 Federally recognized Tribes
of Oregon
• Individual mtgs with Tribal Partners

▪ 14 Meetings Open to the Public
• 14 Focus Group Meetings
• Timber Industry
• Conservation
• Recreation

▪ Over 60 1:1 Stakeholder Meetings

▪ Committee Updates

HCP Public
Engagement

• State Forests Advisory Committee
• Industry Adhoc
• Conservation Collaboration

▪ Overall Positive Feedback on Engagement Process

FTLAC Engagement
▪ 2018-2019 Regular FTLAC Meeting Schedule
▪ Sept 2019-2020 Cancelled all but 1 FTLAC Mtg
(Litigation & Pandemic)
▪ Continued County Engagement
▪ Association of Oregon Counties Meetings
▪ Provided Comparative Analysis data to FTLAC
consultants
▪ County Commissioner Meetings
▪ Council of Forest Trust Land Counties

County
Engagement

▪ Feb 2021 FTLAC Mtg Recommenced (11 Mtgs)
▪ May 10th Special Board Meeting on DEIS

Total 450 Comments

https://www.regulations.gov

HCP Process Comments
▪ Covered Species
• Species Selection Criteria
• Range on State Forests
• Likelihood of Listing
• Data Sufficient to Support Strategies

▪ 70- Year Permit Term

HCP Public
Comment
Summary

• Duration to grow habitat to meet BGOs
• Confidence in harvest model data outcomes

▪ County and Public Engagement
• Referred readers to Public Engagement
Process Appendix

HCP Content Comments
▪ Data Supporting Conservation Strategies
• Provided greater detail
• Clarified linkages to appendices

▪ Requests for Continued Operational
Surveys

HCP Public
Comment
Summary

• Habitat suitability models, Lidar & stand
data
• Surveys focused on species monitoring
program

▪ Questions on Barred Owl Management &
Future of Roads and Trail Networks
• Updated HCP with greater detail

HCP Outcomes Comments
▪ Climate Change and Wildfire
▪ Provided references to the Changed
Circumstances Chapter language

▪ Harvest Levels & Economic Impacts

HCP Public
Comment
Summary

• Estimate Annual Avg 225 MMBF over
the permit term
• Similar to current planned annual
harvest objective across permit area
• Distributed differently across the
landscape

Working HCP – NEPA Timeline
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▪ March 2023 Board Meeting: Draft FMP,
Outcomes Analysis for FMP and HCP
▪ May 2023 Board Meeting: Decision to
move draft FMP to rulemaking
▪ July 2023: Complete NEPA Process

Next Steps

▪ Sept 2023 Board Meeting:
Decision to direct the State Forester to
implement the HCP and the Incidental
Take Permits

To: Board of Forestry
Submitted via email: boardofforestry@oregon.gov

7 September 2022

RE: Comments for 7 September 2022 BOF Meeting, re Habitat Conservation Plan for the
Western Oregon State Forests (Agenda Item #8)
Dear Chair Kelly and Members of the Board of Forestry,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Habitat Conservation Plan for the
Western Oregon State Forests (HCP), which is an information item at the 7 September Board
of Forestry meeting. We support your continued work that will lead to adoption and
implementation of a robust HCP.
Oregon forests provide some of the most significant opportunities for reducing atmospheric
carbon through sequestration and storage. Actions such as setting aside carbon reserves of
older forests (largely encompassed by the Conservation Areas), establishing longer rotations
in the production stands, and retention of large, older trees in production stands would all
enhance carbon storage and sequestration with the co-benefit of protecting sensitive species’
habitat. The BOF can and should use its authority to choose an HCP that will ensure
protections for both the forests and the life that depends on them for the next 50 to 70 years.
In light of that, we urge the Board of Forestry (BOF) to support Alternative 3, the
Conservation Alternative, with a few improvements. The Conservation Alternative is the
most likely to aid in recovery of the covered species while also providing more certainty for
the Oregon Department of Forestry to guide both responsible management and more
sustainable logging in state forests.
We recommend that the Conservation Areas, both Habitat Conservation Areas (HCAs) and
Riparian Conservation Areas (RCAs) be co-managed for the protection and recovery of
threatened and endangered species and as carbon reserves. This will allow ODF to
implement the Climate Change and Forest Carbon Plan (CCCP), adopted by this Board in
November 2021, with the least impact to production areas of the state forests. The
Conservation Areas can be managed to provide multiple benefits: threatened and
endangered species protection and recovery; protection of drinking water quantity and
quality by increasing summer streamflow; carbon storage and sequestration; and increased
biodiversity of flora and fauna.
The broad range of undersigned climate, conservation, fishing, and other interest groups
urge the BOF to request enhanced conservation practices in the Conservation Areas beyond
those currently proposed in Alternative 3. For example, we propose prohibition of: 1)
hardwood tree harvest in the HCAs (proposed 15,000 acres); 2) clearcut harvest or thinning
solely for the promotion of harvest value within HCAs; and 3) post-fire logging in HCAs, with
limited exception for safety near public use areas such as trailheads. Furthermore, timber
harvest within the HCAs should be limited to plantations to promote mature forest structure.
Removal of felled trees should be allowed only along existing roads, whereas felled trees
distant from existing roads should be retained. We also support the improved steep slope
logging protections and attention to excessive road network impacts outlined in Alternative
3, which would provide a wide array of benefits to aquatic habitat and species. The BOF can

make changes to the draft HCP that are more protective of natural resources, without
additional environmental analyses.
In addition, natural forest regeneration should be required following natural disturbances
within Conservation Areas—such as fire, insect infestations, or windfall. Studies have shown
that post-disturbance harvests delay the recovery of mature forest structure, upon which the
covered terrestrial species depend. Interplanting with diverse tree and understory species
should be reserved only for areas where the possibility of natural regeneration is limited.
Finally, the draft environmental impact statement evaluated permit terms of 50 and 70
years. Given the uncertainties of increased climate change impacts to the Western Oregon
state forests (and elsewhere), we urge you to adopt a permit term of 50 years, as it both
ensures some future certainty while also recognizing the climate that may change more
rapidly than we are expecting. A slightly shorter term would better serve both Oregnians and
the species covered in this HCP.
In summary, we strongly urge the Board of Forestry to move forward with the Habitat
Conservation Plan Alternative 3, with modifications that better protect the Conservation
Areas, and co-manage the HCAs and RCAs as carbon reserves for a 50-year permit term.
Sincerely,
Brenna Bell, JD
Forest Climate Manager
350PDX

Grace Brahler, JD
Wildlands Director
Cascadia Wildlands

Darlene Chirman, MS
Leadership Team, Cascade-Volcanoes Chapter
Great Old Broads for Wilderness

Lauren Anderson
Forest Climate Policy Coordinator
Oregon Wild

Bob Sallinger
Conservation Director
Audubon Society of Portland

Noah Greenwald, M.S.
Endangered Species Director
Center for Biological Diversity

Victoria Frankeny, JD
Riverkeeper & Staff Attorney
Tualatin Riverkeepers

Bob Van Dyk
Oregon Policy Director
Wild Salmon Center

Joseph Youren
Audubon Society of Lincoln City

David Harrison
Salem Audubon Society

Chuck Willer
Coast Range Association

Bob Rees
NW Guides and Anglers Association

Jason Wedemeyer
Executive Director
Association of Northwest Steelheaders

WASHINGTON COUNTY
OREGON

September 6th, 2022
Board of Forestry
Oregon Department of Forestry
Board Support Office
2600 State Street
Salem, Oregon 97310
Re: HCP/DEIS
Dear Board Members:
Washington County has been following the Board of Forestry’s work on the Habitat
Conservation Plan (HCP) and Draft Environmental Impact Study (DEIS). On June 2, 2022, the
Washington County Board of Commissioners convened a roundtable and discussed the
HCP/DEIS and its impact on the 45,514 acres managed as forest land in our county.
The Washington County Board of County Commissioners appreciates the work the Board of
Forestry has done through the HCP/DEIS in balancing the many interests of our state and the
need to comply with the Federal Endangers Species Act. Washington County, like the state, has
consistently supported forest management to support sustainable timber harvest, ample
recreation, protected wildlife and their ecosystems, and clean water.
In advance of your Sept 7th, 2022, meeting, please know I and the undersigned district
commissioners support the HCP/DEIS as an admirable balance of varied interests and is
consistent with the county’s previous position as stated in county Resolution and Order 13-27
supporting the Board of Forestry’s efforts to implement conservation areas and modernize
forestry policy.
I and the undersigned district commissioners encourage the Board of Forestry to adopt the
proposed action of approving the HCP which will give certainty to a sustainable timber harvest,

Board of County Commissioners
155 North First Avenue, Suite 300, MS 22, Hillsboro, OR 97124-3072
phone: (503) 846-8681 • fax: (503) 846-4545

WASHINGTON COUNTY
OREGON

protect habitats, preserve our forests, clear air and water resources, and give our people ample
recreation opportunities here in Washington County and throughout our state.
Sincerely,

Kathryn Harrington, Chair,
Washington County Board of Commissioners

District 1 Commissioner Nafisa Fai

District 2 Commissioner Pam Treece

Board of County Commissioners
155 North First Avenue, Suite 300, MS 22, Hillsboro, OR 97124-3072
phone: (503) 846-8681 • fax: (503) 846-4545

September 6, 2022
To:
Board of Forestry
From: Dave Wells, State Chair
Oregon Society of American Foresters
Subject: Agenda Item #1 – General Pubic Comments; State Lands Habitat Conservation Plan
Good morning Chair Kelly, State Forester Mukumoto and members of the Board,
The Oregon Society of American Foresters (OSAF) is the Oregon division of the National Society of
American Foresters. OSAF consists of over 700 members, working for public agencies, private industry,
higher education and consultants, and also includes student members and retirees. The Society of
American Foresters (SAF) is the national scientific and educational organization representing the forestry
profession in the US. National SAF supports the management of forests for biological diversity as
discussed in our National Position Statements entitled “Biological Diversity in Forest Ecosystems” and
“Protecting Endangered Species Habitat on Private Land” (which can also be applied to state lands).
OSAF thanks the Board of Forestry for your leadership on state lands issues and your consideration of
environmental, social and economic benefits received by all Oregonians through their active
management. Our comments on Oregon Department of Forestry’s Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP)
largely address what is currently identified as the Preferred Alternative as submitted by the Department
as the applicant within the Federal Services’ Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Specifically we
discuss our professional views on appropriate forest management and silviculture from a scientific
perspective while identifying issues of overly restrictive prescriptions and management actions as
described in the currently proposed HCP.

Active Forest Management
One of the fundamental tenets of our organization is that it is beneficial and appropriate to actively
practice science-based forest management in order to meet environmental, social and economic goals
for our forests. This is outlined in our Position Statement entitled “Active Management to Achieve and
Maintain Healthy Forests”. There are increasing threats to the health of our forests including climate
change, invasive pests, and wildfire. We know that active, adaptive management is the best way to
address these threats.

Forest Resiliency and Mitigation of Threats
Oregon’s forests are threatened by catastrophic wildfires, insects and disease (accentuated by climate
change) and there is a pressing need for active forest management to mitigate those threats. As we all
observed during the 2020 Oregon Labor Day fires, there are no distinguishable boundaries (segments)
during a raging and catastrophic wildfire regardless of land ownership, riparian versus upland habitat,
land allocation, current forest management plan or designation, etc. Raging and catastrophic wildfires
like we have experienced over the past several years go where and when they want irrespective of what
is in front of them.
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The question thus arises whether this HCP is reasonable given that ODF is already strategically
addressing catastrophic wildfires risk at both the site specific as well as the landscape scale. OSAF
believes that this expansive designation of HCAs and Riparian Conservation Areas (RCA) will complicate
active management to reduce threats to forests, and likely lead to substantially fewer actions to
mitigate those threats.
Additionally, we are concerned about the limited scope of Swiss needle cast treatment areas and use of
hardwood conversion to deal with mismanaged alder. Douglas-fir forests near the Oregon Coast have
experienced an unprecedented outbreak of Swiss needle cast, resulting in growth losses of up to 50%
that must be fully addressed. The so called “zombie alder” must also be thoroughly delt with in order to
restore habitat and healthy forest ecosystems in these stands’ place.
Professional foresters, in collaboration with other natural resource specialists, need the flexibility to
prescribe and use a broad range of proven, science-based methods for preventing and treating forest
health problems. When tailored to each unique, local situation, such flexibility allows highly effective,
economical and environmentally sound practices to be implemented. Active management can help
ensure that Oregon’s healthy forests will be maintained and those that are currently unhealthy will be
substantially improved.

Wildlife Habitat and Adaptive Management
We are concerned the Habitat Conservation Areas (HCA), as outlined in the Habitat Conservation Plan
(HCP), are overly restrictive and that these areas will not fully benefit from the best and most current
science and management practices. We also know that active management will accelerate the
attainment of the desired future forest conditions which are needed for the recovery of designated
special status species.
For example, a May 2022 publication by Tappeiner, et al. demonstrates how multi-entry thinning
regimes in the Coast Range of Oregon can accelerate restoration of older forest characteristic such as
tree diameter, even in mature stands. In riparian areas, stand management can be applied to not only
accelerate growth, but also to improve species composition and structure.
One of the fundamental purposes of active forest management is to provide habitat for wildlife across
the landscape. Because there is such a diversity of species that call Oregon home, it follows that we
need a broad range of habitat types from young forests to old and everything in between. That means
that land managers must focus their management to provide all ages classes of forest. Conserving older
forests has the dual effect of supplanting young forest habitat as the trees grow older and potentially
losing older forests to fire. We encourage a close look at the monitoring and adaptive management plan
for the covered species. Measuring habitat for the covered species is important, but does not tell the
entire story. Adaptive management is needed to determine if the covered species in the HCP are
reacting to the management prescriptions.
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Riparian Conservation Areas
In our position statement entitled, “Managing Riparian Forests,” we point out the necessity to manage
riparian forests. OSAF believes that active management of riparian areas on public and private
forestlands should be a key part of contemporary strategies and policies to maintain and improve water
resources along with fish and wildlife habitat. Highly cautious decisions have contributed to very limited
management and inconsistent results in many riparian forests in Oregon, even where some active
management is allowed. We are concerned that, lacking management, many of these unique and everchanging forests now have or will develop conditions that are less than ideal for habitat and water
quality, including reduced biodiversity and substantially increased risks of damaging wildfires.
The forest health benefits that ODF and the Board expect to attain through upland thinning treatments
in the HCP outside of HCAs and RCAs can also be achieved in RCAs with similar active management
prescriptions and we urge the Department to critically consider the silvicultural effects of having such
expansive RCAs that are restrictive in management availability.
It has been well documented that thinning in dense, uniform forest stands accelerates the stand’s
trajectory to produce large conifer trees, vertical diversity, and tree-species diversity (Garman, Steven L.;
Cissel, John H.; Mayo, James H. 2003.); all characteristics that we assume are desirable in RCAs as much
as they are desirable in the uplands.
The tradeoffs that ODF are likely be considering through the refinement and finalization of the HCP will
be between achieving these forest health benefits and potentially having adverse impacts to streams.
These impacts to streams typically include stream temperature, wood recruitment, and sedimentation
associated with active management.
We would like ODF and the Board to consider that research suggests that the amount of canopy cover
retained in the riparian buffer is not a strong explanatory variable to stream temperature and that very
small headwater streams may be fundamentally different than many larger streams because factors
other than shade from the overstory tree canopy can have sufficient influence on stream temperature
(Janisch, et al. 2012). To further explain this point, Anderson and Larson in their 2007 paper titled,
“Riparian Buffer and Density Management Influences on Microclimate of Young Headwater Forests of
Western Oregon” found that with no-harvest buffers of 15 meters (49 feet), maximum air temperature
above stream centers was less than one-degree Celsius greater than for un-thinned stands meaning that
some management of riparian areas has little to no effect on temperature.
Wood recruitment, as pursued with biological objective 1.1, can also be higher in riparian reaches with
management. Wood volume in early stages of decay was higher in stream reaches with a narrow 6meter buffer than in stream reaches with larger 15- and 70-meter buffers and in un-thinned reference
units according to a 2016 study by Burton, Olson and Puettmann. The HCP states, “. Field research and
modeling demonstrate that approximately 95% of the total instream wood inputs from adjacent riparian
areas to fish-bearing streams come from distances of 82 to 148 feet (slope distance) from the edge of
the stream channel.” Yet, in the 2016 study by Burton, Olson and Puettmann, it was found that 82% of
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sourced wood in early stages of decay originated from within 15 meters of streams. To add to this
research, it has been found that 10-meter no-cut buffers maintained 93% of the in-stream wood in
comparison to no treatment according to a 2015 paper by Benda, Litschert, Reeves and Pabst.
Collectively, we believe that this literature suggests that there exists a declining rate of returns for
“protective” measures, such as no-cut buffers, beyond 30-40 feet. Resource values such as thermal
regulation and coarse wood recruitment begin to diminish in scale as no-cut buffers become much
larger. We believe that the benefits in forest health achieved through density management will greatly
outweigh the potential minor tradeoffs in stream temperature and wood recruitment, based on this
scientific literature.
We urge ODF and the Board to reconsider its quantity of RCAs and the management prohibition within
them.

Carbon and Climate Change
OSAF supports science-based policy efforts to recognize the role that Oregon’s forests and forest
management play in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions through the sequestration of carbon in forests
and wood products, the substitutions of biomass-derived products for fossil fuels, and avoided
emissions associated with management practices that increase forest resistance and resilience to
wildfire, droughts, insects, and other disturbances.
OSAF would support the addition of language to the HCP that explicitly recognizes the contributions of
carbon stored in harvested wood products, emissions avoided by the substitution of harvested wood
products for higher greenhouse gas producing materials, and the effects of market leakage associated
with changes in timber harvest levels and is worked into the analysis of the environmental and social
impacts of the Alternatives. Carbon stored in harvested wood products has the potential to offset a
significant amount of carbon emissions from industrial processes in timber producing areas (Johnston
and Radeloff 2019), and life cycle analyses indicate that the substitution of wood products for building
materials such as steel, concrete, brick, and vinyl promotes increased carbon storage and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions (Lippke et al. 2004, Malmsheimer et al. 2011). Additionally, the failure to
account for market leakage in carbon inventories can result in dramatic overestimates of carbon
sequestration associated with forest carbon projects that reduce harvest levels (Murray et al. 2004).
We suggest not simply using inventories and methods such as, the United States Environmental
Protection Agency’s Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks for developing inventories
and analysis because they do not explicitly account for changes in carbon storage within the harvested
wood products pool over time, for avoided emissions as a result of wood product substitution for higher
greenhouse gas emitting materials, or for the impacts of market leakage associated with any reductions
in Oregon’s timber harvest levels.
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OSAF would support additional text in the HCP to specify that these important contributions to net
carbon sequestration in Oregon’s forestlands are being incorporated into decision making related to
management practices on Board of Forestry Lands.
Furthermore, OSAF supports the addition of new or expanded language that calls for estimates of
avoided emissions associated with forest management practices that reduce forests’ vulnerabilities to
wildfire, insects, and drought to be included in the HCP and Federal Services’ analysis. We would like to
see these documents explicitly acknowledge the importance of practices that increase the resistance of
forest carbon stocks to disturbance (i.e, practices that reduce losses in forest carbon).

Post-Disturbance Recovery and Salvage
We are also concerned about the salvage logging provisions of the HCP. For all intents and purposes,
the HCP prohibits salvage logging after catastrophic events. As outlined in our Position Statement
entitled “Salvage Harvesting on Public Forestland in Oregon” and in our “Important Forestry Issues in
Oregon” policy booklet, OSAF supports salvage in appropriate areas after wildfire, drought and insect
caused mortality, and other major disturbances, a view that is consistent with a survey of Oregonians.
Appropriate areas would include those subjected to high severity fires such as the 2020 Labor Day Fires.
Those severely burned forests contribute little to suitable habitat for threatened and endangered
species. Additionally, they are now considerable net carbon emitters, and become areas resistant to
future fire control and dangerous for fire fighters. Salvaging of dead material reduces the build-up of
heavy fuels in planted or naturally regenerated forests following disturbance and the carbon is locked in
forest products rather than being emitted over time through decay. Salvaging can be done in a way that
provides for social, economic, and environmental benefits. In conclusion, OSAF believes that the “one
and done” or “hands-off” strategy for management of the HCA is an inferior approach as compared with
an active adaptive management approach. We also believe salvage logging in severely burned forests is
appropriate.

Conclusion
OSAF believes a healthy forest is a resilient forest. Science-based active management enhances forest
ecosystem resilience, ecosystem services and produces forest products to create a high-quality of life for
all Oregonians. We support active forest management prescribed by professional foresters to achieve
and maintain healthy public and private forests, consistent with land management objectives.
We would like to see additional consideration in the HCP for:
• Creation of diverse habitat types throughout the planning area;
• A wholistic effort to address Swiss needle cast and “zombie alder”;
• A more well-rounded adaptive management plan that addressed changes in management
availability if species are recovering;
• Management in RCAs based on the best available science, resiliency goals and the achievement
of desired future conditions;

•
•
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The climate and carbon benefits of active management and harvested wood through avoided
emissions and a wholistic lifecycle of forest carbon; and
Inclusion of science-based post-disturbance recovery actions and salvage within RCAs and HCAs.

Public comment statement to the Board of Forestry:
For the record, my name is Lisa Payne, Chair of the Jewell School District Board of Directors, and I am here representing
the Jewell School District, a local taxing district that receives revenue generated from Board of Forestry Lands. Jewell
School District is located in the heart of the Clatsop State Forest. The district is comprised of one school, Jewell School,
and has a current enrollment of about 150 students, grades pre-school through 12.
I am testifying today regarding potential funding impacts to counties and local taxing districts with respect to the
proposed Habitat Conservation Plan and associated Forest Management Plan.
The Jewell School District relies on revenue generated by the Board of Forestry Lands to fund our general fund budget.
Since the annual revenue exceeds what the State would provide, Jewell School does not utilize any State School Funds.
This revenue source has allowed Jewell School District to remain independent and operate a public school in a rural
setting during the time when other rural schools have had to consolidate with adjacent districts or become charter
schools.
Jewell School District’s current budget utilizes approximately 4.45 million dollars of timber revenue for our General
Fund. If the school were forced to use State School Funding, based on current enrollment, we would need to cut 1.75
million dollars from our budget. The only way to cut 40% is by reducing the number of people. This means that to make
up 1.75 million dollars, Jewell School would have to cut 13.5 or 93% of 14.5 teachers from our general fund.
In your staff report on page 3, you received information of concerns that harvest levels with an HCP would be
significantly different that projected harvest levels associated with the current Forest Management Plan. Your staff
estimated the harvest would be similar to ODF’s current planned annual harvest overall for districts, although it will be
distributed differently. In your Business Case Analysis as well as the ODF Draft Habitat Conservation Plan and Forest
Management Plans: a Comparative Analysis, it suggests that overall acres available for timber harvest would increase
under the HCP and annual net revenue would remain stable or increase. This again is combined for all districts. Our
concern is what potential effects will it have on the Astoria District and our local taxing district. This information is not
available in your public documents.
The Jewell School District is concerned that lands within our taxing district will disproportionately be affected by the HCP
compared to other Board of Forestry Lands. Based on the maps provided in the Draft Plan, we could see a 15% to 20%
decrease in available acres for harvest compared to acres under the current Forest Management Plan. We believe that
our local taxing district maybe economically penalized due to our location and the quality of timber currently present, as
well as the number of conservation acres proposed.
I would recommend delaying any further decisions until economic impacts can be estimated for each ODF District so
local taxing districts can determine how it affects them. We do believe that Oregon Department of Forestry’s Astoria
District has been doing a good job managing timber resources to provide adequate revenue for the Jewell School District
under the current Forest Management Plan.
I understand that our little school and the funding it received probably doesn’t mean much to you, but it means an awful
lot to our community and the education of our kids.
Thank you for your time.
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August 30, 2022
VIA EMAIL (boardofforestry@oregon.gov)
Oregon Board of Forestry
Oregon Department of Forestry
Board Support Office
2600 State Street
Salem, OR 97310

Re: Comments on the Habitat Conservation Plan
Chair Kelly and Members of the Oregon Board of Forestry:
I am writing today to share my thoughts regarding the creation of a Habitat Conservation Plan
(HCP) for the Western Oregon State Forest. There has been tremendous effort put into the draft
plan proposed. However, as I sit on the Council of Forest Trust Land Counties (CFTLC), I
cannot ignore the concerns raised by my fellow trust land counties that will be far more impacted
than Washington County, should the draft HCP be approved.
The concept of Greatest Permanent Value (GPV), as supported by the Oregon Department
(ODF) and Board of Forestry (BoF), ensures and values in equal measure all the benefits of
forest resources, including sustainable timber harvest. I support this policy and if we are still
abiding by the GPV in the formation of the HCP, find it hard to understand how the current draft
lives up to the tenant of sustainable harvest while proposing to restrict access to so many acres of
forest from that very activity. This impact to counties like Clatsop, most notably, is a significant
depletion to the county budget and strain to ensure basic services to reliant community members.
There are very real financial consequences at stake here.
Problematic still, is the lack of transparency from ODF and willingness to co-create with its
county partners. On more than one occasion I have heard frustration expressed during a CTFLC
meeting over the lack of involvement granted the counties in developing the HCP. It has been
suggested that partnering early on, before a draft had been finalized, could have helped mitigate
the opposition we now see at the end of the process. Instead, the counties were forced to develop
their own version of a draft HCP that addresses the very real threat of the barred owl on the
northern spotted owl population, and submit separately, only to then be dismissed by the federal
agencies for consideration.
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Further, several times I have witnessed the counties request the data and modeling that form the
basis for the conclusions made by ODF, only for it to never materialize. This lack of information
sharing leading to more irritation and inability among the counties to understand how we got
here. At the very least, there should be a common understanding of the baseline data we are
working with that informs the different actions we could take. Without this baseline agreement,
there can be no trust in the conclusions of the draft Environmental Impact statement or draft
HCP.
There are benefits to an HCP. Protection against lawsuits cannot be overstated. However, it
needs to be done right and with buy-in from the partners of ODF. That is not the case currently.
As difficult and cumbersome as it might be, the most logical course of action right now is to start
over with the HCP and in this second attempt, partner with the Counties of Forest Trust Lands to
ensure all parties are brought on the journey.
Thank you for taking the time to consider my concerns. Should you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Jerry willey
Washington County Commissioner, District 4
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September 6, 2022
Via Email: boardofforestry@oregon.gov
Oregon Board of Forestry
2600 State Street
Salem, Oregon 97310
RE: Written Public Testimony, Agenda Item #1, September Board Meeting

Dear Chair Kelly and Board of Forestry Members:
For twenty years, I’ve had the privilege of serving as the CEO of Hampton Lumber. I am providing
testimony to express my deep disappointment in the Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) prepared
by the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) for management of western Oregon state forests.
Respectfully, it’s a plan that looks all too familiar. During my career, I’ve watched as very similar
“hands-off” strategies at the federal level have decimated rural communities without benefit to
endangered species. Worse, those strategies have contributed to catastrophic wildfire seasons that
leave Oregonians with severe safety and public health risks. In addition to the immediate physical
threat posed by wildfire, researchers at Stanford University and the University of California, San
Diego, calculated that pollution generated from wildfires last year accounted for half of all air
pollution emitted in the entire United States. Oregon communities continue to bear the burden of
these fatal policies, all while Northern Spotted Owl populations remain in decline.
Many scientists and conservationists now admit that shutting down harvests on federal forests was
a mistake. A decision to not manage lands is, in fact, a management decision. Climate change is
exacerbating hazardous conditions and turning overgrown forests into kindling. In my view, it
would be a profound tragedy were you to ignore this history and persist in these failed strategies
expecting a different result.
I want to be clear, I am not questioning the need for an HCP. Hampton led the effort to do the
same thing on Oregon’s private forests. HCP’s can be designed in ways that meet both
conservation and financial goals. What I do question is the process to develop this draft HCP and
what appears to be a profound failure in negotiating with the federal services. I am not surprised
at what the agencies have proposed. The federal services are not tasked with protecting the social
and economic values of these forests. That is the Board’s responsibility.
No reasonable Oregonian would agree that a plan that leads to long-term funding shortages,
dwindling firefighting capacity, and economic hardship in rural communities achieves Greatest
Permanent Value. To the contrary, you have heard frustration and discontent from forest sector
stakeholders, schools, public safety officials, cities, chambers of commerce, and most importantly,
the trust land counties. Despite thousands of comments from those who live and work in state

forest dependent communities, none of this public process has changed the content or direction of
the HCP direction one bit.
Neither do I have any confidence in ODF’s harvest predictions or its ability to deliver conservation
outcomes via this HCP. We’ve been sold this bill of goods for decades. ODF always starts with
rosy predictions of the harvest levels and economic benefits and they never materialize. Even the
HCP process started with twin goals of financial viability and improved conservation – and as has
happened so many times before, the harvest predictions have dropped and the socioeconomic
consequences are being under-examined and swept under the rug. Behind the curtain, ODF
continues to evaluate additional steps to reduce harvest and revenue, with no direction from the
Board and without county or stakeholder participation. Surprising even me, ODF has, to date,
failed to even analyze financial viability for the agency.
No organization – business or government – should make important policy decisions without
knowing the financial effects. Letting ODF proceed unchecked on its proposed action without first
obtaining accurate harvest models and economic data and developing options to deal with the
financial effects is, quite frankly, terrible governance.
In my view, the HCP prepared by ODF is not worth the harm it will inflict on rural Oregon. It will
only result in a severe financial burden for future legislatures and the citizens of Oregon. With
recession looming and the effects of climate change already apparent, communities will face
greater demand for social services and emergency planning, preparedness and response. We should
not be self-imposing significant limitations on our ability to manage these lands by implementing
an overly-restrictive HCP.
The Board should take as much time as it needs to craft the best plan possible. It shouldn’t let
artificial timelines or unpredictable short-term risks condemn Oregon to 70 years of bad policy.
The BOF controls the HCP process. Please take ownership, visit these forests and communities
and see firsthand what will happen to rural Oregon if you proceed forward. Doing so will most
certainly help you craft a more balanced and effective HCP and a better future for Oregon.

Sincerely,

Steve Zika
CEO, Hampton Lumber

